We propose a new multi-way spatial join technique called the M-way R-tree join which synchronously traverses M R-trees as a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join. Since the original 2-way R-tree join used the search space restriction and plane sweep optimization techniques, we extend such optimization techniques to the M-way join. Since the join ordering was considered to be important in the M-way join literature (e.g., relational join), we specially consider the ordering of the search space restriction and the plane sweep. Additionally, we introduce indirect predicates in the M-way join, and propose a further optimization technique to improve the performance of the M-way R-tree join. Through experiments using real data, we show that our optimization techniques signi cantly improve the performance of the M-way spatial join.
Introduction
The spatial join frequently occurrs in spatial queries and requires a high processing cost due to the high complexity and large volume of spatial data. Therefore, the spatial join has been processed in two steps (called the lter step and the re nement step) to reduce the overall processing cost 12, 5] . Many 2-way spatial join methods have been published in the literature such as the join using Z-order elements 12], the join using the R-trees (called the R-tree join) 3], the seeded tree join (STJ) 10], the spatial hash join (SHJ) 11], the partition based spatial merge join (PBSM) 17], the size separation spatial join (S 3 J) 9] and the scalable sweeping-based spatial join (SSSJ) 1]. However, there has been little research about the multi-way spatial join 14]. The M-way (M>2) spatial join combines M spatial relations and it has more than or equal to M-1 spatial predicates. (If the number of spatial predicates is less than M-1, the join necessarily includes cartesian products, in which case we do not regard the join as a spatial join.) An example of a query requiring the M-way spatial join (actually the 3-way join) is \Find all buildings which are adjacent to roads which intersect with boundaries of districts."
Dept. of Computer Science, KAIST y Dept. of Multimedia Engineering, Tongmyong University of Information Technology z Dept. of Computer Science, KAIST One way to process an M-way spatial join is a sequence of 2-way joins which creates intermediate results. This method is suitable for the join algorithms not using all spatial indexes, such as STJ, SHJ and PBSM. Another possible way when all join attributes have spatial indexes is to combine lter steps and re nement steps respectively as follows:
(1) Scan the relevant indexes synchronously for all join attributes to obtain a set of spatial object identi er tuples.
(2) Read objects for object identi er (oid) tuples obtained from
Step (1), and perform an M-way spatial join using geometric computation algorithms.
Step (1), in the above steps, is called the combined ltering and Step (2) the combined re nement in 15]. Especially, when the R-trees are used in
Step (1), we call such combined ltering the M-way R-tree join which is the scope of this paper. The M-way R-tree join is a generalization of the 2-way R-tree joins of 3, 7] , and does not create intermediate results. Although a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join has been just studied 14], it did not properly take into account the optimization techniques of the original 2-way R-tree join. Since the original 2-way R-tree join used the search space restriction and plane sweep optimization techniques, we extend such optimization techniques to the M-way join. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we generalize the 2-way R-tree join, especially considering the order of search space restrictions and plane sweeps because the join ordering was considered to be important in the M-way join literature (e.g., relational join) 8]. Second, we introduce indirect predicates in the M-way spatial join, and propose a further optimization technique to improve the performance of the M-way R-tree join. The third is some experiments for the M-way R-tree join using real data (the TIGER data 20]). Through experiments, we show that our optimization techniques signi cantly improve the performance of the M-way spatial join.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 brie y explains the 2-way R-tree join and the state-of-the-art M-way spatial joins using R-trees as a background. In Section 3, we provide an algorithm of the M-way R-tree join, which considers the ordering of search space restrictions and plane sweeps, as a new generalization of the 2-way R-tree join, and further improve the performance of the M-way R-tree join using the concept of indirect predicates. In Section 4, we conduct some experiments for the performance analysis of our algorithms using the TIGER data 20]. Finally in Section 5, we conclude this paper and suggest some future studies.
2 Related Work 2.1 2-way Spatial Joins Using R-trees When R-trees 4, 2] exist for both join inputs, a join algorithm was proposed which synchronously traverses both R-trees by the depth-rst search 3]. The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows: First, it reads the root nodes of both R-trees, and checks if the rectangles of entries of both nodes mutually intersect. Second, only for intersected entry pairs, it traverses the child node pairs by the depth-rst search, and continuously checks the intersection between the rectangles of entries of both child nodes. Last, if both are leaf nodes, the intersected entry pairs are inserted to the result of the join and the algorithm backtracks to the parent nodes. Two optimization techniques, called the search space restriction and the plane sweep, are used to reduce the CPU time. The search space restriction technique picks out the entries whose rectangles do not intersect with the rectangle enclosing the other node, before the intersection is actually checked between the rectangles of entries of both nodes, The plane sweep technique rst sorts the rectangles of entries of both nodes for one axis. and then goes forward along the sweep line and checks the intersection for the other axis. The depth-rst search algorithm using the search space restriction and the plane sweep techniques is shown below. (We skip the detailed algorithm for SortedIntersectionTest in Step (6) Additionally, the depth-rst search algorithm used the page pinning technique for I/O optimization. The algorithm used a local optimization policy to fetch the child node pairs. Later, the algorithm was improved to accomplish the global optimization by the breadth-rst search 7] . In this paper, we call both of the join algorithms the 2-way R-tree join or simply the R-tree join. When R-trees exist for both join inputs, it has been known in the 2-way join that the R-tree join is the most e cient 7, 10, 17].
State-of-the-art M-way Spatial Joins Using R-trees
In a recent study, a method called the multi-level forward checking (MFC) was proposed for structural query processing 13]. A little later, it was applied for the multi-way spatial join 14] as a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join. MFC synchronously traverses M R-trees with prunnng based on an enclosure property: if an intermediate node tuple does not satisfy at least one predicate, their predecessor nodes never satisfy the predicate set. At each R-tree level, it checks forward and instantiates each query variable until the last variable is instantiated. For ordering of variable instantiations, it applied the dynamic value ordering (DVO) which was mainly used in constraint satisfaction problems. For DVO, M*M*N domain tables (M: number of variables, N: average number of entries of an R-tree node) was maintained in main memory. DVO dynamically reorders the future variables (uninstantiated variables) after each instantiation so that the variable with the minimum domain size becomes the next variable. Additionally, MFC adopts the search space restriction technique to improve performance. A slightly modi ed version of the search space restriction algorithm used in 13] is shown below: The original search space restriction algorithm in MFC is modi ed in Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 for clarity as follows: 1) Only the intersect (not disjoint) predicate is considered (Step (5)).
2) The page reading part is inserted (Step (2)) because the original algorithm is uncertain when a page is read. (We suspect that all pages are read in MFC before the search space restriction or an MFC call like the case of the 2-way R-tree join (see Step (12) in Algorithm RtreeJoin). However, this may be very ine cient because of the unnecessary page reading.) 3) The terminating part of the algorithm is inserted (Step (8) and Step (9)) because there is no terminating part in the original algorithm until all pages are checked. (This may be also very ine cient because of the unnecessary intersection checking.)
We do not adopt MFC and DVO because of the following reasons: 1) MFC does not adopt the plane sweep technique, which is fairly e cient in the rectangle intersection problem 18, 3] , but adopts DVO which is just a special form of the nested loop. 2) During the search space restriction, MFC does not consider the space restriction order among M R-tree nodes, i.e., which node should be checked rst. In Section 3, we propose a new generalization of the 2-way R-tree join which considers both the space restriction ordering and the plane sweep technique.
In addition to MFC, another forward checking based algorithm called the window reduction (WR) was proposed in 13]. WR maintains 2D domain windows (instead of 3D domain tables) that enclose all potential values for each variable. When a variable is instantiated, domain windows for the future variables are shrinked to the intersection between the window newly computed according to the instantiated variable and existing windows. For the instantiation of the current variable, a window query is performed using the current domain window. In WR, the DVO technique was also used for ordering of the future variables, i.e., the future variable with the smallest domain window becomes the next variable to be examined. WR was considered as a special form of the indexed nested loop join. However it does not generate intermediate results. To avoid the linear scan for the rst relation, a hybrid technique called the join window reduction (JWR) was proposed 13]. JWR applies the R-tree join for the rst pair of variables and then WR for the rest of the variables. In 14], a slightly di erent WR algorithm was proposed for the multi-way intersection join. In that algorithm, among instantiated variables, one whose value has the smallest rectangle is selected and the rectangle becomes a query window for the next variable instantiation.
3 New Methods for M-way Spatial Joins Using R-trees 3.1 A New Generalization of 2-way R-tree Join
In this section, we propose a new M-way join algorithm which extends both search space restriction and plane sweep optimization techniques of the 2-way R-tree join. Especially, we emphasize the ordering of both optimization techniques. First, we assume only the intersect (not disjoint) as a join predicate and the equal heights of R-trees. This assumption will be relaxed in Section 3.3.
1) Search Space Restriction
When we extend the 2-way R-tree join to the M-way join, the easest and simplest way we can think as the search space restriction is Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 which is a slightly modi ed version for that used in 13]. As we mentioned in Section 2.2, Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 does not consider the space restriction ordering among M R-tree nodes. If no entry of an R-tree node passes over the space restriction, we do not have to check other nodes. Especially in an incomplete join (no join predicate between some query variables), the possibility that no entry of an R-tree node may pass over the space restriction is high. In such a case, Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 may result in unnecessary reading of other nodes. Therefore, the space restriction order of the R-tree nodes becomes important. For example, Figure (1) Select a node which has the minimum common intersected rectangle area among the node and other nodes which have a spatial predicate with the node.
(2) If the common intersected rectangle area is zero for more than one node in Criteria (1), select a node such that the inter rectangle distance between a pair of other nodes which have a spatial predicate with the node is maximal.
In Figure 1 , the commonn intersected rectangle areas for each node are A.rect \ B.rect, A.rect \ B.rect \ C.rect, B.rect \ C.rect \ D.rect and C.rect \ D.rect. Since nodes B and C have zero intersected rectangle area, these two nodes are selected by Criteria (1). Then, since the inter rectangle distance (between A and C) associated with node B is longer than that (between B and D) associated with node C, we perform the space restriction for node B rst by Criteria (2).
The second algorithm for the search space restriction is shown below: 
2) Plane Sweep
In MFC, DVO was used in a node tuple join because it was known to be e cient in constraint satisfaction problems. However the plane sweep algorithm was also known to be fairly e cient in the rectangle intersection problems 18]. And the plane sweep technique was used for CPU and I/O optimizations in the original 2-way R-tree joins 3, 7] . Therefore, we use the plane sweep as the second optimization technique rather than DVO. In the 2-way join, the plane sweep algorithm is applied only once. In the M-way join, however, the plane sweep algorithm should be applied multiple times because there are M variables and more than or equal to M-1 predicates. In this case, the ordering of plane sweeps among R-tree nodes becomes important. While the left-deep (or right-deep) join and the bushy join exist for join ordering 8], we consider only the left-deep join for simplicity.
Our plane sweep ordering (PSO) is performed as follows:
(1) Choose the rst two nodes which have a spatial predicate between them and whose sum of the cardinalities is minimal.
(2) Do the plane sweep between the two nodes and make the two nodes inner nodes. (We assume that all R-tree nodes are initialized to outer nodes.) (3) Choose an outer node which has spatial predicates with one or more inner nodes such that the cardinality / the degree (the number of spatial predicates associated with the node) is minimal.
(4) Choose an inner node which has a spatial predicate with the selected outer node and whose cardinality is minimal.
(5) Do the plane sweep between the selected inner and outer nodes.
(6) Check additional predicates if any between the selected outer node and another inner node.
(7) Make the selected outer node an inner node.
(8) Stop if all nodes are inner nodes, otherwise go to Step (3).
In
Step (3), the reason why we divide the cardinality by the degree is because the more the number of predicates, the smaller the intermediate result size is. The M-way R-tree join algorithm which we explained until now is shown below: In Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1, SortedIntersectionTest 1 is the same as SortedIntersectionTest in Algorithm RtreeJoin except that one of inputs is a sequence of node tuples. Actually in implementation, the additional predicate checks (Step (7) to Step (11) ) are simultaneously performed with SortedIntersectionTest 1.
Although 14] mentioned that the plane sweep technique could be applied in MFC, it did not mention how to apply the plane sweep in the M-way join and PSO.
Consideration of Indirect Predicates
The maximum number of possible predicates in the M-way spatial join is M*(M-1)/2, i.e., all relation pairs have spatial predicates. We call such a join the complete join. If a join is not complete, i.e., the number of predicates is less than M*(M-1)/2, the join becomes the incomplete join.
As it was pointed out about MFC in 13], the M-way R-tree join may generate many false intersections in intermediate levels. As we can see in Figure 1 , especially in an incomplete join, the possibility of a false intersection is high. In this case, if we can know the false intersections before visiting the intermediate node tuple, we can reduce more I/O and CPU time. For example, if we know in advance that no entry of node B can simultaneously intersect other nodes A and C in Figure 1 , we do not have to read node B and to check the intersection between all entries of node B and other nodes (A and C) for the search space restriction. In this section, we propose a technique which detects a false intersection in intermediate levels of R-trees before visiting the node tuple.
1) Indirect Predicates
If a query is \X intersect Y and Y intersect Z and Z intersect W" like the one associated with the R-tree nodes in Figure 1 , it seems that there is no relationship between X and Z (or between Y and W, or between X and W). However, for a data tuple (i. same condition holds on y-axis. We call the user predicates in the query such as \X intersect Y" and \Y intersect Z" the direct predicates, and the derived predicates from direct predicates such as x dist(X; Z) maxfb jx g and x dist(Y; W) maxfc kx g the indirect predicates. In R-trees, the x-length and y-length of MBRs of intermediate nodes may be longer than the max x-length and max y-length of the data MBRs in the domain. Therefore, if we use the indirect predicates in addition to the direct predicates in intermediate levels of the M-way R-tree join, we can achieve more pruning e ects. For example, in Figure 1 , if x dist(A; C) > maxfb jx g (or x dist(B; D) > maxfc kx g, or x dist(A; D) > maxfb jx g + maxfc kx g), we do not have to visit the node tuple hA; B; C; Di since the node tuple was already pruned in their parent level. We call such pruning using indirect predicates the indirect predicate ltering (IPF). The max x-length and y-length can be obtained from the statistical information in the database schema.
2) Indirect Predicate Paths and Indirect Predicate Path Lengths
In Figure 1 , we call the paths ABC, BCD and ABCD for indirect predicate pairs AC, BD and AD the indirect predicate paths, and the x-path lengths maxfb jx g, maxfc kx g and maxfb jx g + maxfc kx g the indirect predicate x path lengths. The indirect predicate y path lengths are similarly de ned. In Figure 1 , since there is only one indirect predicate path for each indirect predicate pair, it is easy to compute indirect predicate paths and indirect predicate path lengths. However, there can be several indirect predicate paths for an indirect predicate pair in a general M-way join, and the x path and y path can be di erent. In this case, we need a systematic method to compute indirect predicate paths and indirect predicate path lengths. To do so, we rst draw a query graph whose nodes are relations and edges are direct predicates. An example guery graph for a 5-way join is shown in Figure 2(a) .
Nodes and edges of the query graph have weights. The weight of a node is the maximum x-length (x max) and y-length (y max) in the relation which the node represents, and the weight of an edge is the sum of weights of adjacent nodes. We call this query graph the maximum weighted query graph. When there is no direct predicate between two nodes S and D in a query graph, the indirect predicate path (ipp) between the two nodes can be obtained by the shortest path for each axis. And the indirect predicate x path length (x ippl) between the two nodes can be calculated by Expression (1). The y path length (y ippl) is similarly de ned.
x ippl(S; D) = (x shortest path length(S; D) ? x max(S) ? x max(D))=2 (1) The indirect predicate paths (ipp) and indirect predicate path lengths (ippl) for all indirect predicate pairs in Figure 2 (a) are shown in Figure 2 (b). In Figure 2 , the x ipp and y ipp are di erent for indirect predicate pairs AD and AE. The indirect predicates can be simultaneously checked with the additional predicates (Step (7) to Step (11) in Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1). We call the M-way R-tree join algorithm doing the indirect predicate ltering the MwayRtreeJoin 2.
3) Maximum Tagged R-trees Until now, we have used only one max x-length and y-length per relation. In this case, if there are several extremely large objects in a relation although other objects are not so large, the e ect of indirect predicates can be considerably degenerated. One possible solution for this is to have the max x-length and y-length per R-tree node. A leaf node has the max x-length and y-length for MBRs of all entries in the node, and an intermediate node has the maximum value for the max x-lengths and max y-lengths of its child nodes. In the end, the root node has the max x-length and max y-length for the relation. The max x-length per R-tree node is recursively de ned like Expression (2). The max y-length is similarly de ned. (2) where n is the number of entries in node N.
We call the max x-length and y-length per relation the domain max information and those per R-tree node the node max information. By using the node max information instead of the domain max information, we can have more prunning e ects in indirect predicate ltering of the M-way R-tree join. Since only two max values are attached per R-tree node (one for x-length and the other for y-length), we can ignore the storage overhead due to the max lengths. And since the max lengths can be dynamically maintained with the R-tree insertion and deletion, we can always have exact max lengths per R-tree node. We call this R-tree, of which max lengths are attached to each node, the maximum tagged R-tree.
We get only once the ipp's for each axis using the max informations in root nodes of R-trees because calculating the shortest path for every node tuple needs a large CPU time overhead. However, we get the ippl's for every node tuple based on the ipp's obtained from the root nodes. We call the M-way R-tree join algorithm using maximum tagged R-trees the MwayRtreeJoin 3.
Extensions
In the previous sections, we assumed that the heights of all R-trees are equal and only the intersect (not disjoint) among spatial predicates was considered. In this section, we relax these assumptions and extend the work of the previous sections.
For di erent heights of the R-trees, if we meet a leaf node during the downward traversal, we keep the node entries, which passed over the search space restriction, in main memory and use only the MBR of the leaf node for the current level processing such as DVO, PSO and IPF with other non-leaf node entries. The processing for the entries of the leaf node is delayed until all leaf nodes are met.
For other spatial predicates, we consider the spatial relationships of 19]. According to 19], the spatial relationships are classi ed as topological, distance and direction relationships as follows:
Topological relationship: disjoint, meet, equal, overlap, contains, inside, covers, and covered-by.
Distance relationship: near, and far.
Direction relationship: north, south, east, west, north-east, north-west, south-east, and southwest.
We divide these spatial relationships into strong predicates and week predicates based on the selectivity of predicates as follows:
Topological relationship: All predicates are classi ed as strong predicates.
Distance relationship: For the near predicate, it depends on the distance. If the distance is shorter than the threshold, it is the strong predicate. Otherwise it is the week predicate. For the far predicate, it is the week predicate without regard to the distance.
Direction relationship: All predicates are classi ed as week predicates.
When a predicate is a strong predicate, it participates in the M-way R-tree join. However, when a predicate is a week predicate, it participates in the M-way R-tree join not directly but indirectly, i.e., it participates only in the additional predicate checks (Step (7) to Step (11) in Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1). Especially when the near predicate is the strong predicate, we do the following: 1) During the M-way R-tree join, we check the distance instead of the intersection. 2) When computing ipp's and ippl's, we add the distance to the relavant edge weight of the maximum weighted query graph.
In week predicates, the M-way R-tree join is anticipated to perform worse than other algorithms such as WR, STJ, SHJ and PBSM 13]. Therefore, if strong predicates and week predicates are mixed in a query graph, we rst nd subgraphs whose nodes are connected by strong predicates, and then, we apply the M-way R-tree join in intra subgraphs if the size of the subgraph (the number of nodes) is greater than or equal to two, and other algorithms such as WR, STJ, SHJ and PBSM in inter subgraphs.
Experiments
To measure the performance of the M-way R-tree joins, we conducted some experiments using real data sets. The experiments were performed on Sun Ultra II 170 MHz platform on which Solaris 2.5.1 was running with 384 MB of main memory. We implemented our three M-way R-tree join algorithms which are the MwayRtreeJoin 1 (MRJ1), the MwayRtreeJoin 2 (MRJ2) and the MwayRtreeJoin 3 (MRJ3) respectively. For performance comparisons with the state-of-the-art multi-way spatial join algorithms, we also implemented the multi-level forward checking (MFC) algorithm with the dynamic value ordering (DVO) and the join window reduction (JWR) algorithm which were proposed in 13, 14] . Additionally, we implemented another MFC algorithm (MFC1) which uses our space restriction ordering (SRO) as well as DVO to check the pure e ect of SRO. The language used in the implementation was GNU C++ 2.7.2.
The real data used in our experiments were extracted from the TIGER/Line data of US Bureau of the Census 20] . We used the road segment data of 10 counties of the California State in the TIGER data. The characteristics (statistical informations) of the California TIGER data are summarized in Table 1 . The original TIGER data of all counties were center-matched to join di erent county regions, i.e., the x and y coordinates of the original TIGER data were subtracted from those of the center point of each county. The above center-matched data were divided by 10 for easy handling. We implemented the insertion algorithm in 2] to build R*-trees for each county data. The node sizes of the R*-tree considered are 512, 2048 and 4096 bytes. The tree heights for all county data for each node size are 4, 3 and 3 respectively. The LRU bu ers are equally 256 pages in every node size. (We assume that an R*-tree node occupies one page.)
We selected the following 4 query types as input queries: complete (which has the max number of predicates), half, ring and chain (which has the min number of predicates). Example query graphs for each query type in a 5-way join are shown in Figure 3 . The spatial predicate used for our experiments is the intersect (not disjoint). The total response time is shown in Table 2 . The relative rates of the total response time compared to Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1 (MRJ1) are shown in Figure 4 (only for the algorithms using the synchronous traversal (ST) technique).
First, we compared the relative performances among the synchronous traversal (ST) algorithms such as MFCs and MRJs. In most cases, SRO considerably reduces the query response time. (Compare MFC and MFC1 in Table 2 and Figure 4 .) In comparison of the dynamic value ordering (DVO) and the plane sweep ordering (PSO), while DVO has a better performance in the complete and half queries, PSO has a better performance in the chain query. In the ring query, both have the similar performance or DVO has a slightly better performance. (Compare MFC1 and MRJ1 in Table 2 and Figure 4 .) Since the chain and ring queries are more general in real life and more time consuming than other queries, we think that the optimization for these queries is more important. (According  to Table 2 , the di erences of the query response time between MFC1 and MRJ1 in the complete and half queries are within 10 seconds, but the di erences in the chain query reach about 1000 seconds.)
Next, we measured the performance of the indirect predicate ltering (IPF). In this measurement, we excluded the complete query type because no indirect predicates are in the complete query. In the half query, there is nearly no e ect of indirect predicates. (Compare MRJ1 and MRJ2 in Table 2 and Figure 4 .) We do not include the e ect of the maximum tagged R-tree (MRJ3) in the half query because its e ect is similar to that of MRJ2 in most cases. The ring and chain queries have considerable e ects of indirect predicates (maximum about twice) in most cases, and the e ects increase with M. The chain query has a slightly better e ect than the ring query. This explains that, the less the number of direct predicates, the more the e ect of indirect predicates.
In summary, our three optimization techniques (SRO, PSO and IPF) have a great impact on improving the performance of ST algorithms for various data sets. The less the number of predicates is (which is more natural in the M-way join), the bigger the performance improvement is. According to Table 2 and Figure 4 , the maximum performance improvements of our optimization techniques compared to MFC are about 40%, 80%, 140% and 300% respectively for the complete, half, ring and chain queries. (Our implementation of MFC used a slightly modi ed search space restriction algorithm (Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1). If we compare our algorithms with the original MFC, the performance improvement will be bigger.)
Next, we compared the query response time between ST algorithms and JWR. According to the result shown in Table 2 , ST algorithms have better performances in all Ms of the complete and half queries and in almost Ms of other queries. When M is high (6 or 7), JWR has a better performance than MFC for some data sets in the ring and chain queries, which is similar to another experimental result such as 14]. However there are some cases that JWR has a better performance than MFC for some data sets, but has a worse performance than MRJs. (For example, see Table 2 for M=6,7 and data set 1, M=5 and data set 2, and M=6 and data set 3 in the chain query.) This is due to our optimization techniques such as SRO, PSO and IPF. Therefore, di erent from the experimental results in 13, 14], we can use our M-way R-tree join algorithms in the higher range of M.
Next, we conducted an experiment for various node sizes. Table 3 shows the total response time of all algorithms for various node sizes and a xed data set 2. Figure 5 shows the performance rates of the total response time compared to MRJ1. According to Figure 5 , SRO has large e ects in most cases. And the smaller the node size is, the better the performance of DVO is. In other words, the larger the node size is, the better the performance of PSO is. (See the performance rate of MFC1 compared to MRJ1.) Especially, PSO has a better performance than DVO in node size 4096 for the ring query although both have the similar performance in node size 2048. As the node size increases, the e ect of IPF slightly decreases in the ring and chain query types. Especially when the node size is 4096, there is nearly no di erence between the e ect of indirect predicates using domain max information (MRJ2) and that using node max information (MRJ3). This is because as the number of nodes decreases and the number of entries in a node increases in accompany with the node size, the di erence between the domain max information and the node max information becomes small. However, still for a large node size (4096), the e ect of IPF is large for the ring and chain queries. (When M is 7, the e ects of IPF in the ring and chain queries are about 21% and 32% respectively as seen by the performance rate of MRJ1 and MRJ3.)
In comparison of the performance between ST algorithms and JWR, as the node size increases, the relative performance (performance rate) of JWR compared to ST algorithms decreases (see Table 3 ). As the node size increases, the cases that ST algorithms have better performances increase. This is due to the index probing overhead. Since there is no global ordering in multi-dimensional nonpoint objects, we should check all entries of a node during an R*-tree search. In addition, while ST algorithms have the best performance for all query types in node size 4096 compared to other node sizes, JWR has the best performance for the ring and chain queries in node size 2048.
Next, we measured the I/O time for data set 2 (see Table 4 ). When M is 3, MRJs using PSO perform better. However, as M increases, MFCs using DVO and JWR consume less I/O time. In Table 4 , however, we found an important fact that the higher M is, the lower the rate of the I/O time compared to the total response time is. Especially for the ring and chain queries, the rate of the I/O time considerably decreases as M increases. (When M is 7, the I/O rate is less than 10%.) Therefore, the I/O time becomes less important as M increases.
Next, we compared the I/O time for various node sizes and a xed data set 2 (see Table 5 ). In all algorithms, as the node size increases, the number of I/O decreases. In all algorithms, as the node size increases, the I/O rate of the total response time decreases. (According to Table 5 , when the node size is 4096 and M is 7, the I/O rates in the ring and chain query types are less than or equal to 5%.) Therefore, the I/O time is also less important, as the node size increases.
In summary, we recommend the following based on the experimental results. 1) Use SRO always. 
Conclusions
We proposed new multi-way spatial join techniques using R-trees. Although a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join has been studied 14], these are new generalization techniques of the 2-way R-tree join. We proposed the following three optimization techniques: the space restriction ordering (SRO), the plane sweep ordering (PSO) and the indirect predicate ltering (IPF). For IPF, we used two kinds of max information called the domain max information and the node max information. For the domain max information, we used the schema information, and for the node max information, we used the information tagged in the R-tree node. We called the modi ed R-tree which can have the max information the maximum tagged R-tree.
Through experiments using real data, we showed that our three optimization techniques had a great impact on improving the performance of an existing synchronous traversal (ST) algorithm which was considered as a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join.
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